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The microbiome is a vast collection of human-associated

bacterial communities residing within the gastrointestinal

lumen, mouth, skin, and all surfaces exposed to the

external environment [1]. Hundred trillion bacteria are

estimated within the intestinal tract and on the surfaces of

the human body, meaning the microbiome has 10 times

more cells than are of host origin [2]. Further, for every

gene in the human genome, it is estimated that there are

100 bacterial genes. Philosophically, this might result in

reflection as to what defines ‘‘self,’’ since, in actuality,

human host cells and DNA make up the minority popula-

tion even within our own bodies. Practically, modern

medicine has only recently begun to consider how events

within this single-celled world may scale up to impact the

multicellular host. These investigations have revealed an

ever-unfolding contribution of the microbiome to biologi-

cal processes as diverse as postoperative healing, uveitis,

and the response to cancer therapy [3–6]. Intriguingly,

increasing knowledge of microbial populations in disease

has emphasized that the complexities of the microbiome

and its interactions with our bodies may have far-reaching

consequences.

The microbiome has increasingly become an important

focus of research in critical illness, both as a target of

potential therapeutics as well as to obtain a mechanistic

understanding of how our internal bacteria help shape our

response to acute illness. Augmenting ‘‘beneficial’’ bacteria

(via probiotics, synbiotics, or prebiotics) or decreasing

‘‘harmful’’ bacteria (via selective decontamination of the

digestive system) could potentially improve outcomes in

critically ill patients. Both of these approaches have some

potential clinical merit, although substantive concerns

regarding either efficacy or safety have prevented them

from being widely utilized in clinical practice. Further-

more, it is difficult to know how best to target the micro-

biome therapeutically when the understanding of this

complex ecosystem is still in a relatively nascent state.

In this month’s issue of Digestive Diseases and Sci-

ences, Ojima et al. [7] begin to address this knowledge gap

with a pilot study on the effect of ICU admission for acute

critical illness on the bacterial composition within the

microbiome. The authors prospectively monitored 12

mechanically ventilated adult patients at a large, academic

hospital in Japan, taking serial stool samples from patients

and comparing them to those collected from healthy con-

trols. Utilizing 16S rRNA metagenomic sequencing, they

determined the relative proportions of five major enteric

bacterial phyla (Bacteroidetes, Firmicutes, Proteobacteria,

Actinobacteria, and Fusobacteria). The authors observed

dynamic changes in the composition of the microbiome in

all 12 patients, most experiencing a significant change in

just the first 3–5 days after admission. Moreover, the

Bacteroidetes/Firmicutes ratio was substantially skewed in

the 5/6 patients who died (greater than 10:1 in four patients

and less than 1:10 in one patient). In contrast, the ratio was

not altered in any of the survivors, suggesting a possible

association of this bacterial imbalance with ICU mortality.

This study builds upon previous data from the same

group examining the microbiome via bacterial culture-

based methodologies in patients with the systemic
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inflammatory response syndrome [8, 9]. Nonetheless, it

expands on prior studies in new and important ways. First,

rather than looking at a single snapshot in time, the study

examined multiple time points for each patient, demon-

strating how rapidly the microbiome changes in response to

critical illness and therapies initiated in the ICU. The

absolute components of the microbiome, altered as early as

1 day after ICU admission, changed considerably on a

near-daily basis for the first week of ICU stay. In contrast,

the components of the microbiome as well as the ratio of

Bacteroidetes/Firmicutes were relatively constant over the

same time period in concurrently studied control popula-

tion, consistent with the general stability of the microbiome

in healthy individuals [10]. Still, previous studies of the

microbiome in the ICU were limited by conventional cul-

ture methods, which are unable to reliably identify anaer-

obes, which lose their symbiotic relationship once outside

the body. The metagenomic approach used by Ojima et al.

enabled a more comprehensive analysis of obligate anaer-

obes and other microbes than was previously possible, a

great strength of the study.

Like most studies, however, this report raises more

questions than it answers. As a pilot study on a very small

patient population, there is no way to know whether the

results are generalizable. Further, while all patients were

receiving antibiotics, the antibiotic regimen varied between

patients, which adds a major uncontrolled variable since

each antibiotic has unique antibacterial specificities, which

adds doubt as to which intervention was more important:

critical illness or antibiotic administration, a question that

could be addressed by studying the microbiome of a non-

critical population treated with similar antibiotics. Further,

the contribution of other variables such as primary diag-

nosis in the ICU, gender, age, feeding status, comorbidities,

pre-morbid state, and severity of illness among others

cannot be determined in this study.

By virtue of its observational nature, data acquired from

this study cannot be used to determine how—or if—changes

in the microbiome impact outcomes in the ICU. Yet, recent

literature addressing the influence of the microbiome on

cancer therapy may provide tantalizing hints about potential

contributions. The efficacy of the checkpoint inhibitors

programmed-death ligand-1 (PDL1) and anticytotoxic lym-

phocyte antigen-4 (CTLA-4) on treatment efficacy in murine

models of cancer is dependent on the presence or absence of

specific bacterial strains within the microbiome [5, 6].

Components of the microbiome activate the immune system,

rendering it more effective at attacking tumor cells. If the

microbiome is capable of influencing the response of

immune cells to specific stimuli and antigens in cancer, it is

also theoretically possible that changes in the makeup of the

microbiome may bolster or hamper the immune system of

critically ill patients. Understanding the microbiome as a

potential controller of the host response—instead of as a

bystander—has tremendous implications for the care of

critical illness; an understanding of how critical illness

affects specific bacteria over a defined time course is an

important first step in the quest to harness the power of the

trillions of organisms that live inside us.
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